THE PRIME TIME VAN

VISIBLY DIFFERENT
In the new Premium van from Eura Mobil, the exclusive ambience transforms every
moment into a special moment. Feel the fine materials and experience the individual
details that make the Eura Mobil van your very own mobile home. Take your time and let
the interior work its magic on you ...
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Skylight trims made of soft
eco-leather including LED lighting

Interior-lit wall units with shelves
and ambient light

Easy-care and high-quality fabric /
eco-leather upholstery combination
Washroom with 30mm thick door
including handle in eco-leather

Table with folding top, cup holder
and swivel extension
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TANGIBLY DIFFERENT
"Cosy" is our customers' favourite term for the ambience in the Eura Mobil Van.
Selected upholstery fabrics, a fleecy ceiling covering and textile wall coverings with
eco-leather appliqués instead of bare plastic surfaces make the tangible difference.
Feel it for yourself....
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Fleecy "Smooth Touch"ceiling covering with LED
ambient light on wall units

Rear storage lockers all around, on the sides with
storage and LED reading spotlights with USB ports

Textile microfibre wall covering with prefixed,
back-lit window shades made of eco-leather
Body-flush, insulated windows
with mosquito screen

Comfort cold foam mattresses with split and
therefore foldable bed frame
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REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT
In addition to the obvious differences, the Eura Mobil van can also impress with its hidden qualities.
At the slightest touch of a hand, the washbasin and mirror cabinet swivel around together with the
wall to reveal a "shower cubicle" with a comfortable floor space of 60x90cm. The retractable tap in
the kitchen is just as cool. Discover the hidden possibilities ...
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Storage compartments
even on the ceiling

Numerous shelves and shower
fittings integrated in the wall

Swivel
shower wall

Large washbasin
made from mineral material

Shower tray 60 x 90cm for
plenty of freedom of movement
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EXCELLENT PRACTICALITY
Is "compact" a negative or positive term these days? It's what you make of it that counts, our designers thought ...
and in the kitchen they show in exemplary fashion what counts: wide pull-outs with soft-stop retraction, the
high-quality mineral worktop with integrated sink, "all from a single piece", and the outside storage compartment plus
table anchorage for breakfast outdoors are just a few facets of this enjoyable kitchen centre. Try it out ...
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Elegant spice rack
with indirect lighting

Retractable
water tap

Worktop made of one-piece moulded mineral
material with integrated sink and foldable extension

Side storage compartments in the entrance
area, including with bottle holder

Extra-wide, sturdy metal pull-outs
with soft-stop retraction
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Elegant, transitionless corner connection with
textile cover and integrated loudspeaker

High-quality bi-colour wall unit flaps with
chrome-plated inlays and handle button lock
Rear ventilation to prevent condensation from
accumulating in the wall units

Reading spotlights
with USB ports

Shelf with integrated light strip for
LED ambient light

CARE IN THE DETAIL
The Eura Mobil vans have nothing to hide in the corners either. Precisely fitting moulded parts, a high-quality look and clever
details characterise the interior fittings. No matter whether it is a matter of such elementary things as a powerful energy
supply with the lithium-ion battery or such seemingly unimportant little things as upholstery seams: the functionality, installation location and choice of materials of the individual components have been selected with care. Compare ...
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DETAILS AND
HIGHLIGHTS

Storage compartments in the double
floor
Optimum use of storage space: 3
storage compartments are installed in
the seating group area alone: 1
pull-out, 1 folding compartment on the
seat base and 1 floor storage compartment with handle eyelet

Water shut-off valves
Convenient operation: the drain valves
for the water tanks are easily accessible and mounted in the heated and
insulated interior floor. The gas
shut-off taps are installed within easy
reach in the kitchen unit.

Disc springs
First-class sleeping comfort: the
mattresses are well ventilated on
comfortable disc springs (V 595 HB) or
slatted frames. The bed frames are
divided and foldable, allowing variable
use of the rear compartment.

Wall units
shapely and functional: the wall units
impress with an elegant design. Solid
metal spring uprights, chrome-plated
handle buttons and contact-controlled interior lighting embody Eura
Mobil's highly functional approach.

Table rail
Outdoor enjoyment: the table from
the interior can also be hung on the
outside rail on the kitchen unit for
breakfast outdoors. Fine detail: for
the rest of the day, the rail hides
invisibly behind a hinged cover.

Panorama roof window
Close to the sky: the (optional)
panoramic roof in the cab floods the
interior with light. An interior frame
with textile covering harmoniously
blends the window into the interior.

Lithium-ion battery
Powerful self-sufficiency: the 100 Ah
lithium-ion battery equipped with a
charge booster has plenty of reserves.
A real highlight included in even the
standard scope of delivery!

TV cabling and USB ports
Thoughtful: two USB charging ports
are installed at the top of the seating
group in addition to the TV preparation. So you can conveniently charge
your smartphones on the shelves
under the wall units without the
cables getting in the way.

Upholstery seam
The eye travels with you: the
upholstery seams in a chic cross-stitch pattern are exemplary of the
lovingly created design. The other textile finishes also create a harmonious
and homely ambience.

Cup holder
Great functionality in miniature: the
table insert with cup holder is a
practical detail for travelling. And if
anything ever spills, both the
high-gloss table surface and the
eco-leather window shade can be
quickly cleaned.
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FLOOR PLANS

							

V 595 HB

V 635 EB

V 635 HB

Fiat Ducato 35L // 35H

Fiat Ducato 35L // 35H

Fiat Ducato 35L // 35H

3,500 kg

3,500 kg

3,500 kg

Total length

5,990 mm

6,360 mm

6,360 mm

Total width

2,050 mm

2,050 mm

2,050 mm

Overall height

2,650 mm

2,650 mm

2,650 mm

2 (3)

2 (3)

2 (3)

4

4

4

Double bed, lateral installation, foldable slatted
frame for storage space expansion

Single beds installed longitudinally,
foldable slatted frame for storage space expansion,
2 modular storage boxes, removable

Double bed, electrically height adjustable,
storage space floor made from sheet steel with
access ramp for bicycles

BASIC VEHICLE
Technically permissible overall weight*

DIMENSIONS

Number of sleeping berths
Permitted number of people with 3-point belt

BEDS
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Floor plan: V 595 HB 

The classic layout for compact vans up to 6 m in length impresses on the V 595 HB with a comfortable folding double bed equipped with disc springs and cold foam mattress,
including swivelling LED reading spotlights with USB ports on the upholstered headboard.
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 Floor plan: V 635 EB

Relaxing sleeping comfort on the single beds measuring up to 1.95 m in length and a high degree of storage space variability are the striking individual strengths of the V 635 EB.
The storage boxes in the rear, which can be removed in no time at all with a toggle lock, allow extremely flexible use of the rear storage space.
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Floor plan: V 635 HB 

If you like, the heavy-duty truck in the range - or maybe the sleeper car after all? The bed with its comfortable lying surface can be conveniently raised at the push of a button,
revealing a loading space of 1800 x 1200 mm x 1300 mm (LxWxH) – one that even fits many motorbikes.
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All of the information in this brochure relates to the products listed herein and does not apply to any other products
of Eura Mobil GmbH. The models illustrated in this brochure show the features available in Germany. They may also
contain special features and accessories that are not included with the standard scope of delivery. All weights
quoted are values with a fluctuation limit of +/- 5 per cent. Due to legal regulations, differences from the model
variations described here and equipment featured may be necessary in certain countries. Please ask your Eura
Mobil dealer about the exact scope and range available of model-specific and model-neutral features. Subject to
errors and changes in design, equipment and special features. The publication of this brochure renders all previous
catalogues invalid.
General information regarding the weight situation in motor homes
Special features (additional features) increase the weight in the vehicle's ready-to-drive state and reduce the cargo
capacity. The weight of the additional equipment is detailed in our brochure information or your dealer / seller can
tell you. The maximum number of persons permitted depends on the weight and axle load. It can be reduced if
special features (= special equipment / additional equipment) and accessories are installed, so in the interests of
cargo loading capacity certain seats cannot be used. If all seats are to be used, some cargo capacity may need to
be foregone. The technically permissible overall weight and axle loads must not be exceeded.
The cargo loading capacity reduces with the installation of special features (= special equipment / additional
equipment) and accessories. The cargo loading capacity is also not only dependent on the weight in the vehicle's
ready-to-drive state, the actual vehicle weight, the weight of the accessories and the technical permissible overall
weight, but also on the respective axle loads. The only way to achieve the highest possible payload
supported by the vehicle's technology is to have a corresponding, axle-load-dependent load distribution.

Unless otherwise regulated, weight in ready-to-drive state as per Article 2 (4a) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is defined
as: Vehicle dimensions with standard features according to manufacturer specifications (incl. vehicle tool kit) +
fuel tank 90% filled
+ 75 kg (weight of the driver)
+ fluid gas bottle (filling capacity of 11 kg) made of aluminium filled to 100% (equals 18 kg in total)
+ Fresh water tank filled to 100% in drive position (capacity of the fresh water tank is limited to
20 litres of fresh water in ready-to-drive state, where technically feasible*)
+ fresh water heater filled to 100% = dimensions in ready-to-drive state
* marked capacity of the fresh water tank pursuant to appendix V. Part A (2.6 Fn). (h) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is
limited to 20 litres by an overflow valve (recommended filling for driving), depending on the vehicle model
The technically permissible overall weight according to Article 2 (7) Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 is defined as: The
vehicle’s maximum weight when loaded as provided by the manufacturer.
Pursuant to the information provided in the catalogue, the maximum cargo loading capacity is defined as:
Technically permissible overall weight – weight in ready-to-drive state = maximum cargo loading capacity.
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